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CHP~TER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Play 

Jewel B. Taaffe's Voodoo Chann is an original and 

unusual play for children between the ages of eleven and 

fourteen. It is original because it is not an adaptation 

of a story from another medium nor a revision of another 

play. The story originated in the author's mind and is 

the result of her own creative processes. Since most of 

the plays for children in North ~merica are based on fairy 

tales or standard plots such as Tom Sawyer, Voodoo Charm 

is unusual because it fits into neither of these categories. 

Television, motion pictures, and new educational techniques 

have expanded children's knowledge and understanding beyond 

their immediate environment .. Both entertainment media and 

formal education indicate that children are receptive to 

more information and are more aware of problems than chil-

dren's plays written in the past have presented. 

Voodoo Charm entertainingly offers fresh, new 

material with both cultural and historic value. Authors 

writing for children have presented scant information about 

Southern Louisiana with its French cultural heritage. Mrs. 
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Taaffe has set her play in the bayou region and the New 

Orleans of 1872. The people in the story depict the bayou 

trappers, the noble Creole ladies and gentlemen, and the 

Negro and white working classes of the period. Their 

clothes and the music they created provide insight into 

the cultural values of the era. Historically the play 

occurs during the Mardi Gras when the first Rex was crowned. 

Alexis, the Russian Grand Duke, actually visited New Orleans 

during the 1872 Nardi Gras, and Marie Leveau and her daugh-

ter were real people. In Voodoo Charm the playwright has 

taken actual people and placed them in a fictitious situa-

tion. For aesthetic appeal the script offers the unique 

settings of the bayou and Jackson and Congo Squares in New 

Orleans. Street singers and descriptive accounts of the 

Mardi Gras parade add to the story's authenticity. 

In addition to the cultural, historic, and aesthetic 

values of the play Voodoo Charm attempts to intensify the 

understanding of the benefits of friendship and love. 

Definition of Terms 

The following tenns have longer dictionary defini-

tions and are more varied in common usage. I have limited 

the definitions here to apply to theatrical practice and to 

clarify the exact meanings used in the thesis. The other 

stage terms used below have standard meanings in North 

J..meri can theatre. 
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Oriainal: created spontaneously, not based on 

previous creations. 

Design: the plan, construction, and appearance of 

scenery and costumes. 

Special effects: the use of recorded music, offstage 

voices, and light changes which affect the mood and aesthetic 

quality of the play. 

Audience contact in Voodoo Charm: breaking the usual 

aesthetic distance between stage and audience by having per-

formers go into and come from the seating area. 

Children's Theatre as it applies to this production: 

the art of presenting a play written especially for them to 

young people in the sixth grade through junior high school 

level. 

Statement of Purpose 

Voodoo Charm offered me a unique opportunity with 

a new script. From an original point of view I had to study 

its requirements and .its interpretive problems. J..s in all 

plays the director had to analyze the script in terms of 

characters, technical needs, staging, audience contact, and 

special effects. But, as this play had never been produced, 

the director had no critical guides, and the playwright had 

given limited stage directions. 

Since plays at Texas Woman's University must be cast 

from students enrolled here, a unique challenge existed in 
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analyzing each character in terms of adapting to an all 

female cast. Miss Judy Lynne Harvey used Voodoo Chann 

for her design thesis. This necessitated coordination 

with an original script, original designs, and an origi-

nal directing experience. 

Voodoo Charm was presented on Redbud l\.uditorium•s 

prosceniTuu stage at Texas Woman's University. The produc-

tion prompt script is included here in order that it may 

be useful to others directing an original children's play. 

The final test of a play written for production 

is its presentation. The performances of Voodoo Chann 

further revealed the playwright's and director's strengths 

and weaknesses. The reasons why the weaknesses occurred 

and some suggested means to eliminate them led to a further 

analysis of the script and its presentation. 

Choosing the script, analyzing it, preparing it for 

production, producing it, and evaluating the presentation 

resulted in a thorough learning experience. 

Statement of the Problem 

The director-investigator's problem is the presen-

tation of an original children's play at Texas Woman's 

University. To complete the study, I needed to evaluate 

the script, the production, and the learning experience. 



CH.?-:.PTER II 

A CRITICP..L ~NALYSIS OF THE SCRIPT 

Jewel B. Taaffe's Vooaoo Charm has been written 

in order to entertain and to instruct. The purpose of this 

chapter is to analyze the script within the scope of the 

playwright's goals. 

Mrs. Taaffe intends to create a French atmosphere 

with sets, dialogue, and action. Originally the Prologue 

was to have taken place inside the trapper's cabin on the 

bayou. The director felt, for staging purposes and a 

closer association with the bayou, that the scene should 

be placed outside the cabin. To heighten the illusion and 

mood the apron was established as the bayou. Jean sat on 

the edge of the stage and skipped imaginary stones toward 

the audience. This brought the scene physically closer to 

the viewers. The author agreed to this change which better 

established Jean's feelings for the bayou. Because of the 

lack of scene descriptions the designer created a completely 

origin 2l. set with a work table, bench, traps, skins, foliage, 

and a E, tool, all of which adequately indicated a bayou 

atmosp":-1E:re D 

licts One and Three take place in Jackson Square, 

5 
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the heart of the French Quarter. 1.1 though Mrs. Taaffe did 

not describe the square, the designer's research led to a 

satisfactory, artistic representation. Since research 

material is ·available, the author• s request to use Jackson 

Square is reasonable. The square contains ornate wrought 

iron decorations on the buildings, park benches, and sur-

rounding fences. The setting provided insight into the 

French culture of the era. 

Act Two, set in Congo Square, is more challenging 

to a designer. It is difficult, if not impossible, for a 

director to obtain a description of this square in that 

period. Congo Square, a meeting place for Negroes, ·was 

on the outskirts of the city. It was an open marshland 

without trees or buildings. The playwright mentions a 

platform to be used by the dancers. The dialogue refers 

to "Congo Square. 11 In order to remain true to the author's 

purpose in using the actual place, the director could not 

change the setting. The playwright needs to give a more 

detailed description. Voodoo Charm was well into rehearsal 

before the problem was solved. The solution is discussed 

in chapter three. 

'The dialogue creates the intended French atmosphere. 

The bayou trappers speak a Cajun dialect, an l.nglicized 

form of French peculiar to Southern Louisiana. The audiences 

apparently understood Mrs. Taaffe's version of Cajun speech. 

1.ct One opens and closes with street singers selling 
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their goods to the people in and around Jackson Square. 

The author gives no suggestions as to how these cries are 

to be sung. She does not indicate any characteristics of 

the street singers such as race, clothes, or personality. 

'l"his was a handicap to the director. 

Most of the French atmosphere created through 

dialogue is achieved by injecting French phrases of greet-

ing and exclamation. The French phrases are carefully 

explained by action or the English meanings used in the 

dialogue that follo·ws. The language of the three acts 

is more subtle than that of the Prologue. In the acts 

the French Zeitaeist is created with language rhythms and 

gestures rather than with French phrases. Yet the Prologue 

is more satisfactorily written. Cajun speech is based on 

French but is primarily English, and in the Prologue there 

is a better use of language rhythm. 'I.1he language in the 

acts does not create satisfactorily unified rhythms in its 

French characters. 

The creation of movements and gestures which would 

depict a French atmosphere are, for the most part, left to 

the director and actors. As a guide for them the play-

wright should have suggested some typical actions and 

reactions. These gestures and movements are outside the 

common realm of experience. 

Through her characters Mrs •. Taaffe attempts to 

express a feeling of Louisiana French culture. All of 
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the characters except Jacques Sansone do this. Jacques's 

dialogue is not conducive to French movements and gestures. 

As indicated in the script's actions, Jacques's personality 

is flamooyant, light, quick tempered, teasing, . and very 

F'rench. The ponderous dialogue prevents proper character 

expression. 

Most of the characters have clearly expressed 

motivations and feelings. Henriette, however, is a char-

acter whose purpose is not fully explained by the play•s 

action. It was hoped that the actress chosen to portray 

this role would be able to overcome this weakness with 

direction and self-created meaning. The playwright needs 

to use more actj_on and better, if not additional, dialogue 

to clearly define Henriette's motivations. Henriette loves 

Jean. She wants to take the boy away from his father, not 

because of spite or an antipathy to Louis, but because she 

honestly feels that this would be best for Jean. That 

Henriette loves Jean is not always clear, and it should be. 

The actions of Joe Lamotte, the antagonist, are 

also incomplete. ~~though his actions are the basis of the 

plot, he coes not appear until the final scene when he 

speaks h.Ls one line. Exposition does indicate his evil 

actions 2tlc1 character but not enough to create a shock 

effect wh i:.::n he appears. Lamotte is relatively unimportant 

in the f i. n a l scene because his actions seem insignificant 

beside the struggle of Jean and his father to return to 
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the bayou, Henriette's determination to keep ·Jean, the 

actions of Marie Leveau and her daughter, the appearance 

of the Grand Duke, and the celebration of the Mardi Gras. 

The voodoo magic is friendship. The idea is worthy, 

but its execution needs to be developed more effectively. 

The Congo dance scene should include more of the mystery 

of voodoo magic, and the following scene should not be so 

explicit in explaining what the magic is. For the actors, 

the mystery is sufficiently developed since they do not 

discover the magic of friendship until the final scene. 

It is this scene which should clarify the "true magic" for 

the audience. 

Humor is in the script but rarely came across as 

such in the production. An example is in Act Two, scene 

two. Marie Leveau and Jacques Sansone are close friends 

and establish their relationship for the audience by teasing 

each other. Because most of the dialogue is ponderous, the 

playwright fails to achieve a balance between light humor 

and serious purpose. Humor in other parts of the script 

often was successful, especially when Henriette and Annette 

were together. Their humor was aimed at the adults for the 

most part and helped parents and teachers to enjoy the play 

with the children: however their dialogue did not rore the 

youngsters. With some minor rewriting all the humor can be 

sufficiently developed to add to the play•s entertaining 

qualities. 
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The script does not include a cast li-st' and needs 

one with a brief description of the principle characters. 

An example would be: Marie Leve.au, a Negro with a queenly 

bearing. A 1ist of this type would · help the director to 

identify the characters in the initial -readings of the 

script and would serve as a guide in casting the play. 

There is no mention of the time of day included 

with the scene descriptions. The director set the Pro-

logue just before dusk. The fading of the sunlight 

contributed to the somber tone at. the end of this scene. 

1',ct One, because of the actions of the street singers, 

was in the early morning. Act Two, scene one, was in the 

morning because dialogue establishes morning as the time 

for the Dance Calinda. ~.ct Two, scene two ·takes place a 

short time later. I set the time as slightly after noon. 

Act Three, scene one, was placed in the morning around ten 

o'clock because the ladies have been shopping. Act Three, 

scene two takes place several days later at the Mardi Gras. 

I have used a common parade time, two o'clock. 

The people who appear in Jackson Square need to 

have some purpose for being there. The time of day would 

help to indicate their reasons for coming to the park. 

'l"'he 2ut1-~Yc ·would have aided the director by giving general 

insight into the French culture as depicted by these people. 

Do the~,- come to the park to shop, to watch their children 

play, or to spend leisure time before the day•s work begins? 
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If the scene takes place in the evening, do the people walk 

through the square as lovers or sit on benches enjoying the 

cool breezes the night brings . with it? 

Despite the play's weaknesses, its fresh material 

holds the plot together. It offered a challenge that 

seemed worthwhile to a director, and I accepted it. 



CHl~TER THREE 

PRE-PRODUCTION PROBLElvIS 

In order to prepare Voodoo Charm for production I 

needed to select a cast1 schedule rehearsal times, approve 

the set and costurne designs, and supervise the preparation 

of special effects. Hith these requirements problems devel-

oped. This chapter analyzes these problems by explaining 

why they occurred and .whether or not they were successfully 

handled during the rehearsal period. 

Tryouts were scheduled at 7: 00 P .1,1. on March 27 and 

28 in Redbud P.uditorium. I begcm the readings by giving my 

interpretation of the play and a brief summary 01: eacn 

character. Before the tryouts were scheduled, I had analyzed 

the script in terms of characterization in order to give a 

capsule summary to those who would come to the auditions. 

The character analysis presented at tryouts was 

similar to the following: Louis Livaudais, a man in his 

early thirties, supports himself and his son by trapping 

in th~~; b::-i::_,·cu. Jean, Louis' son, is an energetic and obedient 

twel vs yc,.:::r old. Both Louis and Jean love each other and the 

bayou 21.:o ve all else. Henri, a fellow trapper and their 

friend, must leave the bayou in order to earn a living. Joe 

12 
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Lamotte has stolen his furs, traps, and pi-rogue, a log boat 

used in the bayou waters. Lamotte makes his living by 

stealing from the other trappers and destroying their equip-

ment. He is the villain~ Henriette, Jean's maternal aunt, 

is a Creole lady who lives in New Orleans. She loves Jean 

and wishes to take nim away from the bayou life. She wants 

to raise him as a French gentleman and honestly believes 

that she is doing what is best for the boy. 1'.!1nette, her 

friend, has a sarcastic sense of humor and becomes a·ware of 

Jean's unhappiness in New Orleans. Both women are well-bred 

ladies aoout forty years old. Phillipe, l..nnette•s son, is 

about Jean's age and is a nondescript but friendly boy. 

Jl..nnette's Husband is a cultured Creole gentleman. Marie II 

is a pretty Negro girl of twelve who befriends Jean and helps 

him to solve his problem. Marie Leveau, the little girl's 

mother, is the Voodoo Queen in New Orleans. 1~ legend in her 

o'\-m time, this regal, light-skinned Negro makes charms to 

help the good people and at the same time is capable of 

making evil charms as a just means of punishing the wicked. 

Jacques Sansone, the pirogue maker, is a strong, sturdy man. 

A stereotyped Frenchman, he is flamlx>yant, teasing, quick 

tempered, and kind. J..lexis, the Russian Grand Duke, is a 

bearded gentleman 'w-rith a thick accent who is a guest of the 

city for the Mardi Gras celebration. 

In addition to the alx>ve, Voodoo Charm requires many 

extras. J-.. male street-crier announces the Grand Duke's 
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arrival. Street singers sell their goods to people in 

Jackson Square and its surrounding area. In the park adults 

and children play, relax, shop, and pass through. There are 

also the paraae participants. 

The audition material included the Prologue; the Act 

One street singers; Act T\-7o, scene two; the Annette-Henriette 

dialog-ue in l:.ct Three, scene one; and most of Act Three, 

scene ti:lo. Since the characters in these scenes seem to 

express themselves clearly, I selected the readings in order 

to give the girls opportunities to displc=.y ability and 

versatility. 

There were casting problems. Some girls who might 

have been competent decided not to be in the play. Others 

shm·red weaknesses in the second· reading that were not 

apparent in the first. A sufficient number of talented 

girls eventually appeared so that there could be a cast 

with the potential to fulfill the play•s and the director's 

requirements. 

Voodoo Charm has parts for a number of Negroes, and 

only one read. She had to refuse a part because she had to 

go on a late-scheduled choir tour. The designer recruited a 

talented girl for the role of Marie II. Professor Roach 

discovered an inexperienced girl with regal bearing who had 

the potential to be a good Harie Leveau. Unfortunately, she 

could not begin rehearsals until after the Easter vacation. 

Only two other Negroes were willing to appear as dancers. 
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Because of the limited m.m:iber of talented actresses 

available, I cast each person who read and who was willing 

to perform. J. had to double-cast four roles. One actress 

played Henri and the Grand Duke. Another took the parts of 

Annette's husband and the street-crier. 

The first two weeks were spent on blocking. Stand-

ins took Marie Leveau's place, and this proved unsatisfactory 

as is noted below. I worked and reworked each scene until we 

achieved a satisfactory pattern of movement. The Proloque 

and l\.ct Two, scene two, took the most time. The Prologue was 

difficult to stage. The crowded setting did not allow the 

actors enough room for broad movement. The actors also were 

slow in developing the feeling that they were on a bayou. 

I:n the second scene of .z..ct Two Marie Leveau ana. Jacques 

Sansone are the only two characters on stage • . Without the 

Voodoo Queen I could not effectively block this scene. Since 

I broke the groups down to units of three or four each, there 

was not much difficulty in blocking the first act crowd 

scenes. Without dancers, actors, music, and a basic set 

design I could not attempt much with 1'.ct T\-,o until after the 

Easter holiaays. ~-s the basic format of Act Three, scene 

one, was similar to that of Act One, I had no difficulties. 

The greatest challenge to ingenuity was the last scene of 

the play. Here all the actors appear. l:.t the end of this 

scene I decided to create a close audience involvement with 

the Mardi Gras by bringing the extr_as in a · parade through 
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the auditorium. 

In spite of the fact that we needed a. Hari-e Leveau, 

the cast's progress during the rehearsals before Easter was 

satisfactory. Each member seemed to be developing an under--

standing of her character, the blocking, and the movements. 

1~t Texas Woman• s Uni.versi ty, B average students are allm·red 

to leave a day early for vacation. Because many cast members 

had a B average, I had to cancel the April 10 rehearsal. 

Before they left, I told the actors that they must learn 

their lines since no script would be alloi.•red on stage when 

rehearsals resumed on April 16. 

After the Easter holidays the director and performers 

used the early rehearsals to re-establish forgotten business 

and movements and to bring the developing production back to 

its pre-vacation level. The girl playing Marie' Leveau began 

her rehearsals. She worked hard on creating her characteri-

zation and quickly reached a crystallization comparable with 

the other actresses. The earlier blocking of her scenes 

now proved to be useless. J..s she was inexperienced, though 

talented, the director found it necessary to spend more time 

with her than a well-trained performer would have needed. I 

realized that the Voodoo Queen needed careful blocking if 

she were to dominate her major scenes and to be an important 

fig.ure in the other scenes in which she appeared. 

1}.s we moved away from fundamental blocking, I 

observed that Henriette and Jacques_ were not developing in 
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the a•irection in which the play, . .,right indicated· they should. 

The actresses and the director discussed the motivation, 

feelings, and desires that each character should have. 

Henriette seemed to need more dialogue and actions to express 

her love for Jean. We analyzed each line. I suggested that 

she soften her tone when speakin_g to and arout Jean, that she 

find reasons to touch the roy gently, and that she watch her 

inclinations toward sarcasm and make her humor more gentle. 

The actress playing Jacques felt, as I do, that Jacques's 

dialogue was too heavy,· without the rhythm necessary to in-

terject teasing and excla~ations during the expression of a 

serious purpos_e. We tried to find places for shrugs and for 

both broad and quic1~ gestures. J.lthough each performer 

worked hard, I doubted, by opening day, that we had made 

much progress. 

Because of the size of the cast and the limited 

number of students available, I had to cast as street 

singers girls who, with one exception, could not sing very 

well. The one vocalist, a freshman voice major, was able 

to offer only limited suggestions for improving the quality 

and projection of the street vendors. The girls were inex-

perienced, and I feel that I did not have the time to give 

them the guidance that they needed. 

The extras were also inexperienced. In the Jackson 

Square scenes, I had difficulty in making them look relaxed 

and appear to be New Orleans citizens, each of whom had a 
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reasoh for being in the square. I added business such as 

having them buy tood and flowers from the street singers, 

knit, play jacks, and even talk softly to one another. 

11 Dance .Calinda 11 is · a voodoo rite performed by 

Negroes. This is important for the first scene of 11.ct 

'I~.;o. As I had only two Negro dancers j_n the cast, I asked 

the white extras and street singers to appear in the scene 

and to dance and sway with their backs to the audience. 

During the scene the stage was to be dimly lit, and the 

sKy gr2.dually ·was to become red. One purpose of this was 

to intensify the mood; another to silhouette the figures 

in front of the dance platfonn, figures supposedly of black 

people. The designer built most of the sets alone and did 

not have sufficient time to work with the light crew and to 

work out the choreography satisfactorily. Because of these 

facts and because the stage was too often used for non-

Speech Department activities, there were not enough technical 

rehearsals. When I discovered that the action just before 

and after the dance -revealed most of the participants as 

white, it was too late to make changes for the presentation. 

We could not mask the entrances and exits of the white 

dancers. 

The designer gave me a workable and aesthetically 

pleasing set. I had requested, hov,1ever; that she show me 

sketches of the sets before they were to be constructed. 

Because this was not done, and because I did not have, in 
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scale, floor plans for the early stages of rehearsal, I 

later had to reblock many scenes. Because of the lack of 

building time and construction help, the actors worked with 

the full sets for the first time at the technical rehearsal 

on April 28. 

Sin·ce there was only on~ girl able to build costurnes, 

the performers ·wore them for the first time at the dress 

rehearsal. Since the clothes were period pieces, the actors 

had some difficulty getting used to them. It was during the 

.t\pril 29 rehearsal that we discovered a difficult costtune 

change between the two scenes in Ii.ct Three. Jean had to 

change from hi_s New Orleans street dress to his costume for 

the Mardi Gras. The author has not allowed time for this 

change. In an attempt to add time between Jean's exit and 

his return, I had the street singers do a reprise of their 

songs at the beginning of scene two. In rehearsal this 

seemed to be adequate for Jean's change. 

The street vendors sing and so do the two Maries. 

With each unit we had problems. I was not sure how the 

street sellers should sound and had no specj_fic music for 

them to refer to. One night, ,,rhile not rehearsing, I 

watched the movie Saratoao Trunk with Clark Gable on televi-

sion. In it was a New Orleans street sincrer selling 

blackbF:rries. I listened to her phrasing and observed 

that t.he sj_nging was like a chant. With those clues I 

taught the Voodoo Charm street singers how to sell their 
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'\•rares. vle did have music for the two Maries. We were, 

however, in the final stages of rehearsal before I could 

find a girl to play it and teach it to them. Miss Martha 

Chandler, a talented pianist at the university, rearranged 

"Believe in Yourself 11 so that it was easier to sing. She 

tape recoraed the song so that the Maries could study it and 

so that it could actually be used during the play. 

Our Jean could not play the harmonica, and we had 

to tape "Alouette 11 for her. The recording cut ao"m the 

hannonica' s natural range and liveliness. Reed Eaton, a 

talented thirteen year old who could play the harmonica, 

recorded it on the first technical rehearsal night. We lost 

valuable time in rehearsal synchronizing Jean's cueing ges-

tures \dth the sound technician. With some minor exceptions 

we were successful. If there had been more time,. the girl 

playing Je2n might have learned to play a simple tune on 

the harmonica. 

'I1he pl2.ywright naturally requested music during the 

Mardi Gras parade. Mrs. Taaffe told us that she hoped to 

have real musicians in the celebration. Because most of· 

the unj_vcrsity musicians are connected with the Music Depart-

ment 1 s :;:·-~·::-:forming groups, v-re were unable to find any who 

could ',-[();·]: with us. The University Serenaders were able to 

find tit 11:: tc record the music on the day of the final dress 

rehe2rs2l. Although I was not satisfied with the recording 

quality, there was no time to re-record or to find an 
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adequate substitute. 

The lighting crew was inexperienced. Once again 

because of an inadequate number of technical rehearsals, 

there was not time to coordinate their work \•Ti th the action 

on stage. There were no major problems, however, during the 

performance. 

By the final dress rehearsal Voodoo Charm, in spite 

of rehearsal problems, was unified enough for public presen-

tation. We felt that the play would be an interesting and 

aesthetically pleasing experience for its audiences. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE PROMPT BOOK 

Voodoo Charm was presented on May 1 and 2, 1968, at 

1:00 P.M.; May 3 at 8:00 P.M.; and May 4, 1968, at 2:00 P.M. 

and at 8:00 P.M. 

Follm·dng is the production prompt book. Brackets 

indicate the director•s notations for business, blocking, 

and an occasional dialogue change. The author's suqqestions 

appear in parentheses. The abbreviations for stage direc-

tions are those in common, accepted usage for scripts in 

English. 

Mrs. Taaffe suggested 11 Believe in Yourself" for 

Leveau 1 s song because it is similar to music of the period. 

The director chose "Alouette" for the harmonica music since 

it can sound happy or sad depending on the tempo in which 

it is played. The Texas Woman's University Serenaders 

recorded. Mardi Gras music which the author suggested as 

typical 01: tne period. The music is not presently avail-

able; t h~refore it is not included with this script but 

may b e o}Jt ::·.i.ned as indicateC: on the program listing. J.s 

a type o f n usic, rather than specific music, is needed in 

other place s in the script, the director has indicated 

suggestions .. 
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The following script is not available for future 

production. For perni.ission to produce the revised and 

improved script of Voodoo Charm, please write: 

Mrs. Jewel B. Taaffe 

3900 Napoli Drive 

Metairie, Louisiana 70003 
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PROLOGUE 

[Outside a trapper's cabin on one of the 

bavous of Louisiana. The front curtain is 

narted eight feet at the center. A front corner 

of the cabin shows center stage at the curtain 

line .. Foliage of cypress trees is visible above 

the cabin roof. Stage riaht near the cabin is a 

wgrk table. Upstaae of the table is a bench. 

/ .. bout seven feet stage left of center is a low 

stool located two feet up from the edge of the 

stage. The stage is in full view when the 

audience enters. Wben the house lights are dmm, 

LOUIS enters and sits on the bench. As the lights 

come up on stage, . JEAN enters stage left of cabin 

playing "Alouette" on his harmonica. He crosses 

stage left of the stool and sits on the floor 

with his legs hanging over the edae of the stage. 

The orchestra pit should be established as the 

bayou. JEAN stops playing the harmonica to skip 

stones. He chooses two imaginary stones, throws 

them, and __ vratches them skip before the dialogue 

begins.] 

LOUIS In just one more month, Jean, we finish 

the trapping and take the skins to New 

STAND BY 
LC #1, 2 

STA.ND BY 
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LC #2 

SC #1 
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Orleans to sell. [movina on line, crosses SL 

placing left foot on the stool] Then we take 

the pirogue and fish, huh? How aoout that, my 

son? 

Papa, when you go to New Orleans with the furs, 

will you buy more traps? So many more muskrat 

we could catch with more traps. 

Yes, Jean, [sits on stool] we will have enough 

furs . in another four weeks to make up for all 

the skins Joe Lamotte stole from us. We buy 

more traps to make up for all the ones he steal. 

I go to Jacques Sansone at the French Market 

and get the new ones. He make the best traps 

in New Orleans. 

[looking at LOUIS] Why would Joe Lamotte steal 

from us? Why do that, Papa? 

Some people steal for meanness, others for gain; 

with Joe Lamotte I suppose it is a little of 

both. Much easier to steal traps from us than 

to work harder and make or buy his o\tm. The 

more traps he has, the more animals he catches. 

The fewer traps we have, the less we catch. 

The less we catch, the more animals to go into 

his traps. 

I.re there not enough muskrat in the bayou for 

all of us? 
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Enough for all . if the work goes into it. 

Enough for all if one is not too lazy to pole 

the pi rogue out into the swamps far enough to 

set the traps where the animals are plentiful. 

Then Joe Lamotte is lazy, mean, and [skips 

stone vehemently] a thief. 

So it would seem, Jean. Perhaps we should 

feel sorry for one who lives li:fe in such a 

way. But enough. [stands] Go for me to the 

pirogue and [JEAN rises auickly and obediently, 

shaking the water from his hands and feet] 

bring it to the back of the cabin. [JE~.N 

crosses SR behind the stool but is stopned by 

his father] There is a small leak I would fix 

before we go out to set the traps .again tomorrow. 

Oui, Papa. [crosses R to tabl~, fingers furs] 

We have some beautiful skins already, no? 

[crosses to JEAN] We have some beautiful skins. 

When we pick up the traps tomorrow, we have more. 

We set them a few more times, then New Orleans. 

[motions JEAN to go for the pirogue] 

[looking off L] Look, Papa, here comes.Mr. 

Champagne. 

Cloaking off L] Henri? I wonder why he make 

the long trip from his cabin to ours now. I 

hope there is no trouble. 
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[ said in ·winers for effect of distance] . Louis, 

Louis, my friend, comment ca Y..§.? [HENRI enters 

L of cabin and crosses to C] 

Tr~s bien. How goes it with you? 

[crosses to HENRI in front of LOUIS] Bon . jour, 

Mr. Champagne. 

[ LOUIS places a hand on JE .. sN 1 S shoulder and 

gentlv pushes him SR of cabin] 

[motioning HE:NRI to bench] Sit down, mon ami. 

[HENRI sits on DS end of bench] I a~ glad to 

see you but a little surprised. It is a long 

way from your cabin to mine. Usually you do 

not. make the trip before the season is over. 

[places feet on US end of bench] 

I know, Louis, and it is with a heavy heart 

that I make the trip now. 

A heavy heart, with trapping so good? 

(shaking his head) Not so good for me, my 

friend. I have lost my pirogue and most of 

my traps. 

Lost them'? 

Gone, stolen! 

Your traps and pirogue? 

Oui. [crosses DR, almost to edge of staqe] I 

look for the boat yesterday to go pick up the 

traps, and it was not there. [imitating the 
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action] I take the old raft and pole it out into 

the swamp to see for my traps and · they were gone, 

[to· LOUIS] every one. 

[moves to SL side of table] C1 est terrible, 

terriblel It is Lamotte, Henri. He means to 

run us both [hits fist on table] from the bayou, 

so he alone will trap here. 

He has succeeded with me, Louis. Without traps 

and pirogue I have nothing. I am taking my 

skins, the few that I have, to New Orleans to 

sell. Some are from early in the season. 

Tomorrow I leave to see what I can get for them. 

Lamotte! That Louisiana polecat is slicker than 

a weasel. 

We can never catch him at it, and we never see 

the traps he steals or the skins. 

He steals them before we put our mark on them, 

. then he marks them as his o'Wn and sells them. 

That is the way he must work. 

The traps he just hide in the bayou I guess. 

He will be caught at it someday. [sits on DS 

end of bench] 

Someday that thieving trapper will make that 

one mistake, and he himself will be trapped. 

I cannot wait for that someday, my friend. I 

find another way to make a living. 
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What will you do? 

I will go to the north arid get a job in one of 

the factories there. 

[ crosses SL nutting foot on stool] A northern 

factory? [this must be a fast cross] 

·Oui, my sister• s husband he go there after the 

war and work. He say the pay is good. That 

will be easier and better after all. 

[moving two steps L] Easier perhaps, but better'? 

No. 1-.. man belongs to himself [ gestures widely to 

front] here on the bayou. [ to HENRI] It is he 

and nature who pull together or fight each other. 

Nature is a fickle friend but sometimes a good 

one. 

So it was until Lamotte come to the bayou and 

take from me what I need to belong to myself. 

Traps and pirogue, my friend, with these we 

struggle with nature and also find her gifts. 

Ji.nd what wonderful gifts we find. [crosses to 

table] Jean's mother left a fine home in New 

Orleans when we married to come to the bayou 

with me because she loved it as I do. 

But, Louis, perhaps this life shortened the 

end of hers. 

It was not here she died [wl.thdraws two steps] 

but in the city of the hated yellow fever. 
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I did not YJ10W. 

[ crosses L, foot on stool, head up, . remeubering J 
She and Jean were visiting -her sister. \fuile 

she·was there, tbe fever spread like a fire 

through all of Ne·w Orleans. Two days later 

she was dead. 

I am so sorry. 

[to HENRI, foot off stool] I went there to 

get Jean. His aunt did not want to let him 

go. She said with no mother a · boy could not 

be taken care of properly on the bayou. I 

took my son with me, and we have been here 

ever since. He was eight years old then, and 

in these four years he has been a fine son to 

me. I have never regretted bringing him back. 

·we have found nature 1 s gifts together and are 

happy here. 

[bursts in from SR crossing to LOUIS] Papa, 

Papal 

(pis hand on JEP..N•S shoulder] What is it, Jean'? 

The piroguel The pirogue! Oh, Papal 

Wha t about the pirogue? Did you bring it back? 

(near tears) I couldn't, Papa. 

~frq not, Jean? ·why not? 

It 1 s chopped and split to pieces. [gestures 

behind cabin] I found it sticking out of the 

mud in the swamp. 
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Chopped, split, sacre .!lQ.illl 

[standing] That devil, Lamotte! 

He ruin you, Henri, and now me. 

[movina to SR side of table] The bayou is his. 

We are both finished. 

What can we do, Papa? 

[sitting on stool] I don't know. It takes 

months just to find a good tree to make into 

a pirogue. 

There is only one thing you can do: the same 

as I am doing. 

[ crosses to table] I could never work in a 

factory, never. (pause) [touching the skins] 

There is another choice. 

What is it? 

I will find work on a ship sailing from New 

Orleans. 

(jumping excitedly] Will they take me too? 

No, my son. You will have to stay with Mama's 

sister while I am gone. 

[moves one step CL] Aunt Henriette? 

She is a fine French lady [crosses to JEAN] 

with a fine house. Do you remember? 

I remember. She did not want you and me to 

come back here when Mama died. She wanted 

us to stay with her. She was angry when we 
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would not. 

She was angry because she wanted to 

bring you up as a fine gentleman. 

Her anger has cooled and [to HENRI] 

her detennination too, I hope. 

Will she want us there, Papa? 

She is not married and probably verv 

lonely. She will be glad· to have you 

back. 

How long must I stay there? 

Long enough for me to make one trip on 

a boat to the north as a helper, then 

back to buy the finest pirogue on the 

bayou, fine traps, nets, all kinds of 

things so that we can come back again. 

What about Lamotte? STAND BY 
LC #3, 4 

Time will deal with him. I have faith 

in justice. 

But I will miss you, Papa. [crosses 

DL to stool] I will miss the bayou, 

the moss, the birds, the cypress 

trees. (he picks up his harmonica) 

It is so beautiful here. 

(going to JEAN, putting one arm around 

hi.s shoulder) I know, but how much 

more beautiful everything will look 

STAND BY 
SC 4F2, 3 
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when we come back. [crosses to c] 

Come, let us get the skins ready and 

into the wagon. Will you help, _ Henri? 

Of ·course. [crosses between · bench and 

table to LOUIS] If we work fast, . we 

can leave together in the morning. 

In the morning--the last one for some 

time to come that we will see the 

egrets and heron light on the water 

as the sun comes up. (JE~.N beains to 

play a sad little tune on his har-

monica rather softlv} [ ''Alouette" J 
Let us not be too sad. [aesturinq to 

JEJ->..N to come on] Who kr1ows? Perhaps 

in New Orleans there is a sun too. 

[exits SR of cabin with HENRI] 

[JEAN continues his song, slowly 

looking at the bayou, then crosses 

to go out, shakes his head dejectedly,_ 

and exits SR of cabin] 

f.._s CURTAIN CLOSES harmonica music swells 

and cr.c_s =~f ~: c.es into liaht "Happy Farmer" tvpe 

music, __ ;·.':-·,Lc'1 ends when ..Z .. ct One curtain opens] 

SC #2 

LC #4 

SC #3 
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AC'I, ONE 

(Jackson Sguare--to~mspeople and street 

sellers are walking aoout) [The stage is set as 

an area in the park. Do~mstage right is an iron 

bench with a trash basket on its upstage side. 

Upstage left is another iron bench. A row of 

buildings typical of New Orleans• French Quarter 

cc.=m be seen stage left runnino from dovm left to 

up left center. Four feet in front of the 

buildings and placed at the same anale is an 

iron fence with a lamp post at each end. This 

arrangement gives the effect of a street between 

the fence and the buildinas. The fence continues 

along the back of the stage with an ·opening cen-

ter and lamo posts on each side. Behind the 

upstage fence is a street wide enough for exits 

and entrances. 'J.1he back of the stage should be 

masked with a drop depicting either sky or dis-

tant buildings. M.:A.RIE II is sitting on the 

downst2qe end of the bench right. 1-.. little 

girl is sitting, playing jacks, upstage of ·the 

trash bas}:E:t. Her back is to the audi.ence. Two 

women and a_ r.1an are below the fence, about six 

feet stacre __ _riqht of the gate. Two Negro women 

are standina stage left of the gate. Two white 

STAND BY 
LC #5 
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women are sitting on the stage left bench. The 

street sellers chant or sina.] 

OYSTER SELLER . 

BL..2'.CKBERRI ES 

VEGETABLES 

Cl1.NTALOUPES 

[ enters UL and crosses ·· C through 

fence to DRC] 

Oyster man! Oyster man! 

Get your fresh oysters from the 

oyster man! · 

Bring out your pitchers, bring 

out your cans, 

Get your nice fresh oysters 

from the ·oyster man! 

[enters DR, crosses to ULC] 

Blackberries, fresh from the vine 

Blackberries from Barataria 

Bayou Goula, Bayou Delacroix 

Blackberries, lady 

Fresh from the vine. 

[enters DSL, crosses to USR] 

Sweet peppers, okra for gumbo 

Fresh tomatoes for shrimp creole. 

fenters UR, crosses through fence 

to DSCR] 

Canta--loupe--ah! 

Fresh ·and fine 

Just offa de vine 

Only a dime. 

LC #5 
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(These street cries solo, blend, then overlap 

[and repeat]. LOUIS and JEAN enter through center oate 

upstage. They are carrying bags containing their clothing 

and the skins~ They stand center listening. Some sellers 

exit, others remain and take. 

stacre [with the tm·mspeople .. ]) 

standing positions on 

LOUIS 
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It has been so long I almost forgot how beauti-

ful is New Orleans. 

Oui, my son. It has its fascination too. You 

sit here, look at everything, and soon I be 

back. [st~rts out L, but JEAN grabs his am 

followingl 

Where do you go first, Papa? 

To the French Market to sell the skins, . to 

Jacques Sansone, then to the house of your 

1~unt Henriette. She live only a little way 

from the square. 

Why do you not take me with you? 

Ladies are very strange creatures, my son. 

Even the wisest men have not understood them 

or been able to say just how they will act. 

It is best that I go to see her alone, then 

we r.,oth come back for you. 

Are you. sure she will let us stay, Papa? 

Of course she will let us stay. She will 
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talk a great deal at first, like all ladies; 

then she will fuss like most ladies (JEAN 

laughs); then she will smile and say, "How 

good to have you back. Come and stay. 11 

'I1hen when she has seen you she will say, 

"Oh, rn pauvre petit, my only nephew, your 

father does not feed you well. You are a bag 

of bones. He probably feed you only shrimp 

and oyster shells. It is a wonder you are 

not wearing muskrat skins instead of clothes. 

Poor little boy of the bayou. 11 ( they laugh) 

Does she really think I will be wearing skins? 

LOUIS No, Jean, I only joke with you. 

RICE CAKE SELLER ( enters DSL to fence] 

Beautiful rice fritters 

I have rice fritters 

Fine rice fritters 

LOUIS 

( LOUIS and JEAN move to her) 

If you have no money, taste, 

it 1 s all the same. 

( they take a taste) 

Rice f .ritters, quite, quite hot 

Fine rice fritters! 

[ LOUIS gives a few pennies to JE.AN, who buys 

a rice cake] 

I must go now • . Enjoy the sights of New Orleans. 
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I will be back soon. [exits DL] 

[the RICE ClJZE SELLER crosses to SR singing 

and JEAN slowly follows her, stopping ·when 

she exits DR] 

(looks around and sees a little girl of al:out 

his age seated on the bench SL. She is 

• • Negress and very pretty. She is 

making somethina .. He stands watching her 

then moves closer trying to see better. 

She looks up. ) 

What are you doing? 

I am making a lucky chann. 

A lucky charm; what for? 

To make good things happen. 

Will they? 

I don't know. It is not a very strong chann 

because I am not very old. [shows him the 

charm] It can only be a little charm with a 

little magic. It is Mama who makes the great 

magic. 

How does she do it? Is your mama a witch? 

(laughing) Oh, no! She is Marie Leveau. 

Harie Leveau'? 

Haven't you heard of her'? 

No, I have not. 

[standing] She is the queen of Voodoo in 
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New Orleans. 

[backing up slightlv] Voodoo? What is that? 

Where have you been that you have not heard of 

it? · It is magic. 

I suppose I have never heard because I live in 

the bayou outside the city with my Papa. 

The bayou? What do you do there? 

\ve trap and fish. 

Is that why you are dressed so strange? 

It has been many years since I have been to 

the city. 

[ BLi,.CKBERRY SELLER moves DSL singing. JEl~ 

crosses to her motioning for !/'!ARIE to follow. 

JEAN buys a small bag of berries, which they 

share, and the seller exits DL] 

[moving two steps c] I thought even in the 

bayou they would have heard of Marna, so 

powerful she is. 

No, I have not heard of her. [moving to C 

beside MARIE] What can she do? 

She can make anything happen. 

What kind of thi_ngs? 

She makes bad things happen to bad people and 

gocd things happen to those who deserve good 

things. 

She must be very busy then. 
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Oh, she is. Besides making ~agic she· is .also 

hairdresser for the French and Spanish ladies, 

the Creoles-, who live in this part of the city. 

Mama is very wise; she knows everything. 

Does she really know everything? 

Oh, yes; for her·it is very easy. 

Do you know everything too? 

Oh, no. I only know a little because I am not 

yet grown. What is your name? 

Jean Livaudais. 

I am called Marie II because I am named for my 

Mama. [moves three steps R of c] 1lX'e you 

really from the bayou? [sits DS end of SR 

bench] 

Oui. 

It must be very lonesome there. What do you 

do when you do not trap or fish"? 

It is not lonesome. There is lots to do. 

[sits sideways on bench with feet up] 

Hhat? 

There are other children there, not so close, 

but they are there. He play games, ride horses, 

make music, dance--

Dz_-mce, I love to dance. 

I can play the hannonica too. My Papa he teach 

ms that. 
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Jl .. hannonica, rK>W . wonderful! 

Would you like to see it? 

Do you have it with you? 

Oui, I always have my harmonica with 

me. 

Will you play it for me? 

Now? 

Please, I would love to hear it. 

All right. (He takes it out and 

begins to pl.av. It is a song Ml~RIE 

has heard a [ ti .Alouette II J) 
I know that song! (she beains to 

dance) [this moves her C and SL] 

You knew that dance too. [crosses 

to her] (finishes the song) 

Yes, that was much fun. [laughing, 

sits on her knees] 

Oui, for a moment it almost made me 

forget [crosses to SR bench and sits] 

that I am not feeling too much like 

fun today. 

Vlhy not? 

Our pirogue was split to pieces. 

~>r1 1() would do a thing like that? 

Joe Lamotte, a bad trapper. 

Is that why you came here? 

STJ~"D BY 
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We had no way to get out to the traps ·without a 

boat. We could not make enough money to live. 

What will you do here? [ crosses DSL two steps] 

Papa is going to get a job on a ·ship leaving 

New Orleans, anct J. am going to stay with my 

aunt until he comes back with some money for 

us to buy a new pirogue and some new traps. 

Will you like it here? 

[ crosses to MARIE] I will miss Papa and the 

bayou. 

Will the new pirogue cost very much? 

Oui, pirogues are made only from the finest 

cypress. Then it takes much time and great 

skill to carve out the boat. It will cost 

much. 

If I could make great magic, I would get a 

new pirogue for you. 

Magic? 

Yes. But since I cannot, I will bring you 

to see Mama. She will help you. 

I could not ask your mama to help me. 

You will not have to. I will ask for you, 

but you must come with me. 

r~o, tomorrow. We will go to the dance in 

Congo Square. 
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What is that'? 

It is a park at the ·edge of the city, [crosses 

DSR] less than a mile from here. [gestures 

offstage] The people of color dance there on 

Sunday. Mama leads the dance because she is 

the voodoo queen. After the dance we will talk 

to her. Can you meet me here ~n the morning'? 

I don't know. Perhaps my aunt will let me come 

out to the square. I will ask her. 

Bien. We can then walk to the dance. 

How wonderful if your mama really could help me. 

[.Mi\RIE exits DSR, JEl~ trails after her waving l 
{HENRIETTE and LOUIS enter from DSL) 

Well, where is the boy, Louis'? You should have 

brought him directly to me. [moving DSCL] 

(seeing JE~.N offstage) [crosses to CJ Jean. 

Jean, come and greet your Aunt Henriette. 

(enters and crosses to where they have sto12ged) 

Bon jour, !!@ tante. (he oows politely) 

Mon pauvre petit! [crosses to JEAN] Has your 

papa been starving you on the bayou? Look at 

your clothes. It is a wonder he does not dress 

you in animal skins. (JEAN and LOUIS exchange 

g_lances) 

rcrosses slightly DSR] Muskrat skins, Henriette? 

Humph! Your Nanan will look after you, Jean, and 
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That is what you are to call me, Jean, "Nanan, 11 

for I am your goamother as well as your aunt, 

and it is a much closer relationship than just 

aunt. 

Oui, Nanan. 

Jean, there is something aoout living with your 

aunt that we had not discussed or even expected. 

[crosses SRC] 

[ countering_] vJhat, Papa? 

Henriette, would you like to explain to Jean or 

shall I? 

I will be the one to explain, of course, Louis. 

(archly) Of course, Henriette. 

Jean, you are to be enrolled immediately in 

Madame Felice's school for young gentlemen. 

You will be taught the proper subjects and 

correct behavior. 

But, Nanan--

You will go to this school and remain with 

me for one year. 

Henriette, surely--

It is the only condition under which you may 

leave the boy, Louis. 

But why, Nanan? 
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It would break my heart to have you 

for a few weeks or rrionths and then 

send you away so soon without any-

thing having been accomplished. 

Papa, one year! 

We have little choice, my son. 

But, Papa, I have gone to school. 

Did you not tell Nanan that Made-

moiselle Clotilde comes to teach 

us twice a week for two long months 

every year? 

Twice a week! You will go to school 

every day, Jean, and live like a 

gentleman for at least one year. 

Come it is settled. We go home now. 

(she starts out L) 

(looking appealingly at LOUIS) 

School every· day, and to stay away 

from you, Papa, and the bayou for 

so long. 

Come, Jean. Louis. [crosses USL 

and exits] 

Let us go, Jean. Maybe it takes 

just a little longer for the sun 

to shine for us in New . Orleans.· 

[crosses USL and exits] 

STl~D BY 
LC i~6 
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{Street criers move in with slower, 

sadder sounding calls. Curtain falls on the 

street criers' sonas, and the music surges to 

Congo dru.rns which lead into Act II.) 

CHIMNEY SvffiEP 

FLOWER SELLER 

PRALINE Lll)Y 

BLJ~CKBElUUES 

(enters USC, crosses DSLJ 

Chimney s·weep, Chimney sweep 

Lemme sweep your chimly, m•am. 

[enters from audience SL, 

crosses UCR] 

Flowers for madame 

Camelias red and white 

Pretty flowers for madame 

Flowers, flowers. 

[enters use, crosses throuqh 

C to DR] 

Praline, praline, praline 

with coconut 

Praline \•dth pecan 

Pralines, Mesdames, Honsieurs 

[enters SR, crosses USC] 

Blackber--rieeeeeeesl Fresh 

ana fine 

Fresh from the vine 

Three glasses fo' a dime 

Blackber--rieeeeeees! 

STP.ND BY 
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ACT TWO 

Scene One 

(Congo Square) [A large platfonn is 

center staae. Downstage rioht is a wooden, 

weather-beaten bench, The olatform is masked 

left and right with an oak and cvpress tree 

cut out drop,] ( Negroes are aathering r do,m-

..§.t_?ge of the platfo_rm] for the dance.. MARIE 

.£.Dd JEAN enter stage right,_ JEAN is dressed 

much differently [black suit with ruffles] 

from the previous scene..:) [ The sh·v- is blue 

when they enter] 

Ml'..RIE 

JE1\N 

MARIE 

Here is the place where the dance 

will be, Jean. Look everyone is 

waiting for Mama. 

I can stay only until lunchtime. 

Aunt Henriette would not like it, 

I think, if she knew I had gone 

so far. 

It was not so very far. We will 

not be long. They dance only for 

a short time, and it will soon begin. 

Here comes Mama. 

[ LF...VEAU enters L followed bv two 

STAND BY 
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other Negroes. They mount the plat-

fonn ·with LEVEJ~u in the c ·. The Negro 

crowd gathers around her cheering!..] 

Mariel .Marie Leveau! Begin the music. SC ~F6 

[As the dance progresses, the sky 

chances from blue to deep red and 

returns to its natural blue at the 

finish] 

Dance Calinda1 [She begins to dance 

to a rhyt}Lm of crude drums.- The 

others join her, She is a handsome 

and commanding figure. At the end 

of the dance she moves off the plat-

fom and seeing MARIE she crosses DR 

to her] (jokingly) Marie, ma fille, 

you come to the dance this morning 

to learn to -be a queen? 

[crossing to meet LEVEAU] No, Marna. 

I come to ask a favor for my new 

friend, Jean. 

[JEAN is unsure of the "voodoo queen" 

and stands a little behind MARIE for 

the ne..xt few lines until he gains his 

~9nfidence with the stranger] 

J .. ne-w friend? Bon jour, Jean. 

f boyish half-bow] Bon jour, -Madame. 

LC ir-8 
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J..:re you new to the city, Jean? 

Oui, Madame. I come from the bayou_. 

Do you wear those clothes on the bayou? 

Oh,· no. [crosses to LEVEAU, ~u~qrE counters] 

Papa and I are trappers. We do not dress like 

this. 

Come let us sit here. [they cross to bench, 

Ml-ulIE sits DS on the floor, LEVEAU is Con the 

bench, JEAN is US on the floor)_ You must be 

about the age of one of Marie's brothers. She 

has many you 'know. 

She has? 

We are a large family. There are ten of my 

children. They are my greatest delight and 

deepest happiness. If you are a friend of 

Marie's, I will do what I can for you. 

Thank you, Madame. 

What is it that I can do? 

I hardly know how to begin. Papa and I, we try 

not to ask others for things. 

Why, Jean? When we have troubles, it is good 

to ask the help of friends. 

P2pa has taught me a strong man makes his own 

,,ray. 1~ favor is something for which I find it 

hard to ask. I don't know if I can. 

I will ask for you. Jean and his father have 
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great trouble, 1-·lama. 

Trouble? 

Oui. An evil trapper has broken their boat, 

and· they cannot trap or fish until they have 

a new one. 

lmd this new one, is it so hard to get? 

A new one costs a great deal of money and takes 

much time to make; so Jean's father has to go 

away to earn the money, and Jean must stay in 

New Orleans with his aunt. He will miss his 

papa and his beautiful bayou. 

What would you have me do, Marie? 

[stands and crosses behind LEVEAU putting ann§ 

around her] Give him a charm which will bring 

him luck and a new pirogue quickly-. 

11. charm? Is that what you want, Jean? 

Yes, Madame, if you have one strong enough for 

a new roat. 

I see. [crosses DC] Yes, there is a charm 

strong enough even for that, my boy. 

(jQ~pina up] Oh, how wonderfull 

(crosses to JElJ-1) You love your papa very much, 

do you not'? 

I do, Madame. 

~Ihere is your mama, Jean? 

She died of the yellow fever some years ago. 
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[crosses DC] Yes, · it was a bad year, the year 

of the tever. Many people I nurse through it .. 

Two of my ov-m children died. 

I am so sorry. 

It was a year of sorrow for man. [ crosses to 

JEAN after a short pause] I will give you a 

chann, Jean, for a new pirogue. 

Thank you, Madame. Will it really work? 

Yes, because it is a very special charm. Not 

only a new pirogue but new knowledge will come 

with it when you know its true meaning. (she 

reaches into her pocket and aives him a small 

bag] Here, Jean. It is strong magic I give 

to you. 

Magic'? May I look inside the bag, Madame? 

If you wish. 

What is it, Jean? [crosses excitedly to JEAN, 

and they open the bag together] 

[puzzled] It is only some gold cloth and a 

flower shaped like a heart. 

(smiling) Did you think to find a pirogue 

inside? 

Oh, no, but--is this a magic flower and a 

magic cloth? 

In a way, Jean, in a way. You must believe that 

help will come. Believe that and very soon the 
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magic will "-"Ork, and you will under-

stand the gold cloth and the flower 

that is shaped like a heart. · 

Will it really get us a new pirogue? 

It really will, if you believe. 

I will try very hard, but a piece of 

gold cloth and a small flower, how 

can they--

[this line must cut in quickly over 

JEAN'S and be delivered with certainty] 

That is the secret which you will know 

one day, not too long away. \'lai t and 

see, Jean, wait and see. 

[ BLACKOUT] 

ACT TWO 

Scene Two 

(Congo Square) (A short time later. 

MARIE LEVEAU is standing center. JACQUES 

SANSONE enters from stage left, He is a very 

busy Frencrirnan and in a hurry.] 

JACQUES 

LEVEhU 

1·n-1at is it you would see me about 

today, Marie? 

In a moment you will know. 
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Why could you not tell me at the market? 

It is more private here. Come let us sit down. 

[crosses three steps to bench] 

I am very busy, Marie, selling my traps and 

skins. Livaudais brought in some good ones. 

I must try to get a good price for his. 

Livaudais? [pause, turns to bench] Louis 

Livaudais? [sits c] 

Oui. How did you knm•r it was Louis? [ crosses 

to US side of bench] 

I know many things, Jacques. In fact there are 

those who say I knm·r everything. ( she smiles) 

[putting foot up on bench] You are very wise, 

Marie, and I am constantly amazed at what you 

do know. 

That is my business as well as dressing the 

hair of the Creoles. 

Perhaps that is the secret of your knowledge--

the talkative Creole ladies who say so much 

while you comb the hair? 

You will get no answer to that, Jacques 

Sansone. But to my reason for calling you 

away from the market. 

l.h, yes. What is it? 

It concerns Livaudais. 

Why so interested in Louis? 
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Louis and Jean. 

You kno·w of his son .Jean too? 

I do. I also know that the pirogue belonging 

to them ·was destroyed by another trapper. 

Oui, [crosses DSC] Joe Lamotte. [vehementlv] 

He is a bad one, Marie. I know him. 

I£ you know he is bad, why do you sell his 

skins for him'? 

I sell them because selling skins is my business. 

If he says they are his, what right have I to 

question where they came from or whose traps he 

used to collect them? 

You think then that he steals them? 

[movina about two steps to MJ....RIE] If I knew 

that for sure and could prove it, Marie, he 

would be in jail and the honest trappers free 

of him and his thieving ways. [turns to C] 

But I can prove nothing. He is sly. 

One day, perhaps, he will make a bad mistake. 

I hope so--a mistake that will send him from 

the bayous of New Orleans forever. 

He has done great harm to Livaudais and the 

boy. They can no longer trap without a pirogue. 

He must have another. 

[crosses to :M .. ?.RIE] Oui, but you don't get one 

just like that. (snaps finaers) 
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Perhaps not just like that, ( snaps fingers) 

[ stands] but I think they can get one before 

too long. [ crosses DSC ·with mysterv in voice] 

Marie, he has no rroney to buy one even if I had 

one to sell, and I have none. 

[withdrawal] A good pirogue maker like you, 

Jacques, and none to sell? 

You don't understand, Marie. It takes a perfect 

tree for a perfect pirogue, and I make only 

perfect pirogues. 

[laughing over her shoulder as she crosses SL] 

Are there no perfect trees? 

Of course, but it takes time to find them and 

bring them here to my shop in New Orleans, you 

know that. 

I also know, Jacques, where to find the perfect 

tree. [looking off left] 

You do? How far away is it, 

~ot too far. [looking off left] 

How long will it ta}~e to cut it down? 

It does not have to be cut down. 

Hhat kind of tree is it that I can make a 

pirogue from without first cutting do~m? 

[19. JACQUES] Un moment, Jacques. You know the 

LaClaire Plantation? 

Ah, the LaClaire Plantation with·the beautiful 
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cypress trees. I know it. 

Maybe there. 

[withdrawal] They will not sell their trees. 

I have already tried to buy. 

You remember the storm we had last week, with 

the big wind? 

How could one forget? 

One of the cypress was felled in that storm. 

[crosses to bench] It must have been a rotten 

tree. 

[following him] It was not a rotten tree. 

[sits] It was one of the most beautiful of 

trees. 

What happened to it then? 

In the high winds smaller trees fell against 

it, and the weight of them and the moisture 

of the ground uprooted the big tree. It fell 

ov.er loosened from the roots. 

A beautiful LaClaire cypress! What a shame. 

[ crosses c] 

It is lying there across the carriageway to 

the plantation home. 

Can we get it? 

Madame has told me she would be glad to have 

it taken away. 

3ut a tree of that size--how to get it here? 
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[rises, crosses to JACQUES] You rush 

ahead of me, Jacques. 

What do you mean? 

I mean I talk of the tree for one 

reason, .so that Louis Livaudais may 

have his pirogue. 

You mean you want me to make a roat 

for Louis out of that LaClaire cypress 

and give it to him? 

That is exactly what I mean. 

I want to help, but, Marie--

Two perfect pirogues can come from 

that tree, Jacques. 

I ·would like to help Louis and his 

boy. He is a good trapper and brings 

me fine skins. He has worked hard 

for he and the boy--but to move that 

tree and cut the pirogue would take 

much time. 

How much time have we before the ship 

must take Livaudais away from New 

Orleans? Did he tell you? 

rl1*l1e lX>at sails ·in two v1eeks, the 

day after Mardi Gras. 

The pirogue must be ready before then. 

L ·:.rithdraws] c• est impossible, Marie. 
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I cannot do it by then! 

Yes, you can. My sons will go with 

you to the plantation. Together you 

will cut the tree into two sections, 

large enough for two pirogues, load 

it onto ·two wagons, . mine and yours. 

We will move the sections to your 

shop. With the help of my boys it 

can be done. 

Perhaps, but I am proud of my work. 

The pirogues I make must be perfect. 

Perfect work is not fast. 

Helping another speeds the hand and 

makes j_ t more sure and skillful. It 

will be the best pirogue you have ever 

made because you do it from your heart. 

You have helped me many times, 11arie. 

When my little girl and wife were so 

sick with the fever, you stand by and 

nurse them. You help make them well 

again. A friend is true gold. 

Will you be a friend to Livaudais and 

the child? 

If we can move that tree and get it 

c2rved into a pirogue in two weeks, 

it will be by· Leveau magic. 
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Ah! Isn•t there magic to all 

friendship'? 

[MARIE mov~s across the stage on 

this line exiting stage right. 

JACQUES is staqe left. He looks 

after her j_n amazement, throws his 

hands over his head and turns to 

exit stage left.] 

(CURTAIN] LC #11 
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ACT THREE 

Scene One 

(Jackson Square, as before. Two or three 

street sellers are onstage) [As the curtain 

opens, the ICE CREAM SELLER is chanting, movinq 

fr;9m dmmstaoe right to up center stage left. 

Two Negro ladies are standino upstage riqht a1:out 

§ix feet from the gate. On the bench staqe left 

are a woman and a little airl. Outside the fence 

in the left corner two Negroes are talking. 

HENRIETTE and JE.t"\1'1 enter with ANNETTE DUVAL, .§. 

friend of HENRIETTE'S, from upstacre riqht 

through the center.] 

ICE CREAM SELLER Ice cream, le--mon--ade 

Made with brovm sugar 

And a rotten egg. 

ANNETTE 

JEAN 

ANNETTE 

1-.llNT 

JE . .-\N 

AN:tJETTE 

(lauohina) Some ice cream, Jean? 

[they move CS and sto2] 

No, thank you, Madame. 

no ice cream? Are you ill, Jean? 

Of course he is not ill, Annette. 

No, Madame, I just do not feel like 

eating any right now. 

Very well, perhaps later. 

ST.A.ND BY 
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RICE C~..KE SELLER [enters USL and moves DSL 2nd exits 

singing] 

JElili 

i\NNETI'E 

AUIIT 

ANNETTE 

J.UNT 

11-INETTE 

Ji.UNI' 

11'1'NE'ITE 

1 .. UNT 

Beautiful rice fritters 

I have rice fritters 

Fine rice fritters. 

Here, Jean, go for me to the seller of rice 

cakes and get a bag to bring_ home. 

Oui., Nanan. [he runs off SL after the P..ICE 

CAKE SELLER] 

Does not Jean look the perfect gentleman since 

he has come to stay with me'? 

[crosses to bench R] He does, Henriette. (sits 

on DS end] A transformation has taken place. 

[crossing to her] In appearance, yes; but it 

will take much more time to make him into a 

Creole gentleman from the heart. 

Is that so important? 

Important'? It is most important. Perhaps when 

Louis leaves for the trip to the north, it will 

be much simpler. 

When does he go'? 

His ship sails the day after Mardi Gras, and he 

i:.d.11 be gone some three months. 

That is a long time for a boy to be away from 

his father. 
1 sitting] Louis must leave Jean with me for at 
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least one year. That was the understanding. 

One year? Why'? 

I feel that at the end of that time, Jean himself 

will choose to stay longer. 

Do you think you can change him so much in a year'? 

Louis will· simply have to adjust. The ooy will 

prefer to stay in New Orleans even without his 

father. 

Do you really believe that? 

How could he possibly choose that wild bayou 

life to the comfort and culture living here 

could offer him'? 

(standing and crossing DS] Henriette, the ooy 

is not happy. He wilts like one of the plants 

of the bayou when taken from their home. 

He will change. You will see. 'I'he f•lardi Gras 

will help. The parades, the music, the costumes, 

the gaiety,--who could be sad? 

A boy about to leave his father would be. 

Nonsense! (she pauses after this line; we can 

see she is not firmly convinced it is nonsense) 

rshe sees JEl-.N enter SL and changes the subject] 

I have chosen the most ·wonderful costume for Jean! 

What is it to be'? 

He is to be dressed as a prince. (JEi.N has come 

back in time to hear this. J..s he crosses to 
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them, his expression is one of comolete disaust) 

(without enthusiasm) A prince. How beautiful. 

(great hubbub offstage as a aroup enters 

followed by a man carryina an important looking 

proclamation) [man enters from USR through C 

gate to cs] 
What is this? They see.m so excited. 

(all move center as the man reads) 

To all the citizens of Ne·w Orleans! The 

Grand Duke Alexis, heir to the throne of 

Russia, will be our guest for the Mardi Gras. 

In his honor let everyone wear costume on 

that day and welcome the Grand Duke to the 

"city that care forgot. 11 Let all join in 

the gaiety of the Carnival. For the first 

time ther~ will be a King of the Mardi Gras: 

Rex, Lord of Misrule will reign. Everyone in 

mask and costume to join the Mardi Gras and 

become for one day the loyal subjects of Rex. 

(man attaches proclamation to fence and exits 

USL7 crowd disperses) 

[ she and AN1'i'tTTE sit, JEAN is beside the bench 

11rstage] Did you hear that, Annette? 

A real Grand Duke! Here in New Orleans for the 

:Mardi Gras. 

What do you think of that, Jean? Surely your 
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bayou could offer you nothing so exciting. 

No, Nanan, we have never had a Grand Duke 

there. It is too bad. He is missing so 

much. [JEAN starts to sit but AUNT pulls 

him up, brushing off his clothes] 

Well, Henriette, there's an ans,•1er for you. 

Jean, what a strange boy you are. I am so 

happy to have real royalty in the city I am 

bubbling. Your face looks like three days 

of bad weather. 

Maybe I am not old enough to be happy about 

something when I am sad. 

Age has nothing to do with it. Look at me--

I try to be cheerful when I do not feel so. 

How old are you, Nanan? 

(amused) Jeanl After a certain age a Creole 

lady is 11 entre des aqe, 11 and that's enough 

for anyone to know. 

But that only means between two ages. Between 

which two are you, Nanan"? 

1~y two you choose. Really you must be more 

polite. [JEAN crosses behind the bench] 

[crossing to her] Come, Henriette, we must 

altend our shopping at the French Market. 

L~rosses CL] Yes, after that there is much 

to do if we are to be ready for the Mardi Gras 
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and the Grand Duke. 

I must have a costume for Phillipe. 

Perhaps your son would like to dress as a page 

to Jean. How adorable that would be. The 

prince could have his own page. 

(archly, but with humor) Undoubtedly it would 

be quaint, but I believe Phillipe would prefer 

to be at least a nobleman to Jean's prince. 

[ seeing MARIE enter USCR, crosses to J .. .UNT] 

Nanan, may I wait here in the Square until 

you are through? 

Yes, I suppose that wil·l be all right. We 

will not be long. [pauses, then as she and 

ANNETTE exit SL] Please stay away from the 

l~ericans and the other riff-raff. 

[JEJJ-1 waits until their exit is complete, 

then he and MlRIE meet cs J 
Jean! 

The charm, Marie, it is not working. There 

is not yet any sign of a pirogue. 

Don 1 t stop believing, Jean. 

[ sits RC on floor]. It is so hard to do. My 

Papa leaves very soon and I stay here with my 

J..unt Henriette. 

(t~~eling beside him] (touching him gently on 

the shoulder) Try to be cheerful, Jean. 
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[with comnlete dejection] How can I be? 

What do you do sometimes when you are 

very happy? 

I play my harmonica. 

Play now. 

No. I cannot. 

Pretend that you are happy and maybe 

you really will be. 

I don't think I can pretend that. 

Try. Please try--I will dance for 

you. [stands] 

(slowly taking his harmonica out of 

pocket. After a pause he stands up 

and begins to play ["Alouette"], 

MARIE dances a fe·w steps, but JEi\N 

stops olaving) [ crosses DSL to larnn 

post and leaning against it] It is 

no use, .Marie, I do not know how to 

be happy when I am sad. Perhaps later 

when I am "bet\•Teen two ages. " 

[ CUR'l,AIN] 

STAND BY 
SC #7 

STJ..ND BY 
LC #13 

SC #7 

LC ~fl3 
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~.CT THREE 

Scene Two 

[Jackson Square .. The staoe is set as 

before with the street singers selling their 

qoods. This is done in the form of a reprise 

with their entrances and exits the same as 

before. Singing the same sonqs, the BLACKBERRY 

Ll:.DY enters do\'m right and exits un center left<-

the VEGETABLE Ml:.N enters do"(,m left and exits up 

right center, the. CANTJ:.LOUPE LJJJY enters up right 

and exits dm,m right, the RICE ClJ(E LJ.JJY enters 

do\v'n left and exits do·wn rioht., the CHIMNEY SWEEP 

enters up left and exits alono the buildings do·wn 

left, and the PRALINE L1illY enters up left and 

exits do~m right. All the sonas are reneated 

twice. The curtain rises and the sellers begin 

their sonas ._ Am\JETTE, her HUSBJ...ND, and PHILLIPE 

enter uustage riaht, come through the center 

gate, and move to center staae as the last of 

the sellers exit. Thev buy a few pralines and 

cross to c1mmstage right with their backs to the 

do,m l e f ~ _c~t rance. PHILLIPE is dressed as a 

French c:-: 0 t 2l i ,::r. Both ANNETTE and her HUSBAND 

have m;:::~r_t _;~~- J ( AU~""T and LOUIS enter with JEAN, 

§ressed ;:~? __ J:~_J?. rince, from [ down] staae left. 

LOUIS is c~r.c ssed in his trapper's clothes. The 

ST/!~1D BY 
LC #14 

LC ~Fl4 
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AUNT ha~ • • • [ a mask]J 

1~UNT 

LOUIS 

P.NNETI'E 

l:.UNT 

ANNETTE 

HUSBAND 

LOUIS 

HUS Bl.Jill 

LOUIS 

[SLC] There, Louis, there is Annette and her 

husband. See, Jean, there is Phillipe. His 

costume is attractive, but not nearly so 

beautiful as yours. 

Enough, Henriette, let us join them. rcrosses CJ 

They have probably been waiting for some time. 

(turning to see them] We were beginning to 

worry that you would miss some of the parades. 

[crosses R] You need not have feared that. It 

just took so much time to get Jean's costume 

exactly right. It is not every day we have a 

Grand Duke as a spectator at the Mardi Gras. 

Spectator! Mais non. He is a participant. 

He will not be on the reviewing stand but 

somewhere in the crowd. 

In the crowd! He could be standing right next 

to us, arid we would never know. What kind of 

a costume is he wearing? 

No one knows. 

Here at the Mardi Gras Rex is king for a day, 

and a Grand Duke is a commoner. Most people 

would be what they are not if only for · a day. 

How about you, Louis? 

(smili..llil) I would be what I am every day. 
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[ crosses to HUSB~J.\TD and they continue to talk 

auietly] 

[lookina to the back of the auditorium SL] 

Look, Jean. Let's go see them. [crosses DS] 

Come back when the parade comes so that you do 

not become lost in the crowd.. [ crosses with 

ANNETTE to bench SR and sits on the US end. 

JEAN and PHILLIPE cross to SL facing the 

audience] 

Look there at that boy! [points to SL back of 

auditorium] 

He .can have fun in his costume; we can barely 

move in ours. I feel as though my skin was 

sewed into it. 

Forget the costu_me. Everyone is having fun. 

Soon the parade will come. 

I have never seen a parade. 

It will be wonderful. I have never seen a Rex 

parade before, but I know what it will look like. 

How do you kno·w that if you have never seen it? 

I have heard Mama and her friends talking ab::>ut 

it. His costume will be gold velvet, and he 

will wear a purple velvet cape trimmed in ermine. 

1-'lhat is ermine? 

It is white fur with small black spots on it. He 

will wear a crO'wn also with many colored jewels. 
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real ones? 

No, but even so they will be very beautiful. On 

top of· his crm.n will. be three plumes: green, 

purple, and gold. 

Why all those different colors? 

They are the colors of the Mardi Gras. He will 

ride on a white horse--t11e most beautiful to 

be found in New Orleans. 

(impressed for the first time) A white horse! 

PHILLIPE Then marching banes, and everyone will dc1nce and 

sing. 

(LEVEAU enters upstage left with MJJHE through the 

center. Her costume is very brioht and bejeweled but still 

in the s&ue style as the nrevious scene •••• [She carries 

a mask.]) 

JEAN 

LEVEJ:.U 

JEJ\..N 

LEVEAU 

JEJ\.N 

LEVEAU 

[seeing LEVEAU enter] There is Madame Leveau! 

Wait here, Phillipe, I must talk to her. [~ 

to her side] Madame, Madame! 

rmovina to JE1l-1] Jean, welcome to the Mardi 

Gras! 

The charm, Madame, it has not worked. 

l'.re you sure, Jean? 

ire have no pirogue and Papa leaves tomorrow. 

Tor:1orrow has not yet come. Jean, I have a 

special Mardi Gras song for you today. Marie, 

let us sing for our friend! 
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[ PHILLIPE moves un with JEAN, not to be left out. 

LEVEAU sits center of the uustaae left bench.- M.1"\RIE crosses 

behind the bench and sinos over LEVEAU•S shoulder. 1 JEP..N 

sits on the do,..mstaoe end of the bench and PHILLIPE listens 

over his shoulder.] 

PHI~LIPE Look! (At the rear of the auditorium a strange 

procession enters [from staae left]. It is led 

£Y • • • [ t·wo men carryina a pirooue; they are] 

followed by a figure costumed as a frontiersman 

and a man, obviously a trapper, being shoved 

along by .. • • [ J1~CQUES SANSONE]) 

JE.AN 

LOUIS 

JEAN 

LOUIS 

A pirogue, a pirogue, Papa, it is a piroguel 

[rushes SR to LOUIS; PHILLIPE crosses DSR] 

Never did I expect to see one at the Mardi Gras. 

It is the pirogue of the charm! I know it is. 

Charm? Non Dieu, someone is dragging Lamotte 

down the street! 

(The group reaches the stage and sets the pirogue 

down before LOUIS and JEAN.) [The two carriers move stage 

right behind the bench. The FRONTIERSMAN, JACQUES, and 

LJ.MOTTE move center. MJ..RIE stands on the bench. LEVEAU 

stands beside her.] 

JJ..CQUES 2on jour, mes amis ! Before I attend to my 

little errand, pennit me to leave this small 

lThe song and the music are at the end of the 
script. 
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souvenir of the.Mardi Gras. The larger 

souvenir must come ·with me to the calaboose. 

You no good skin peddler, you 1 ll never get 

me to the Jail--f LN,10rrTE breaks a.wav from 

JACQUES. The FRONTIERSMAN catches him assisted 

hY 1~NNETTE 1 S h-USBJ~, ·who moves center. 

ANNETTE .§.!ld HENRIETTE stand in front of the 

bench. JEJI.J,1 moves clownstaae to examine the 

pirogue, followed b~ PHILLIPE. LOUIS moves 

center to LJJl~OTTE. The FRONTIERSMJ-. .N is the 

DUKE in disguise.] 

( heavy Russian accent, thrusting LJ:.I--~OTTE at 

JACQUES) Here, tie him this time. There is 

no room in New Orleans or anywhere else for 

thieves. 

Well, Lamotte, you make the one big mistake, 

n•est 12as? 

He did, rny friend. He come to me this morning 

when the market open and he try to sell me 

skins clearly marked with the mark of Placide 

Bourgeois. Placide tell me last week he have 

some skins stolen. This is the devil that 

steal them, but not before Placide mark them. 

This time you trap yourself, Lamotte. The 

bayou is finally rid of you. 

Papa, look at the pirogue. 
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Yes, look, my friend, it is yours. 

Buti Jacques, I cannot pay--

A gift of the Mardi Gras! 

You made the pirogue, Jacques, for me? 

Not alone. { looking at LEVEAU} Marie Leveau 

makes strong magic. 

Magic'? What is this? 

It is a gift to a real frontiersman ·whose 

frontier is the Louisiana bayou--from his 

friends--so a boy and his father can live 

as they want to--free and together. 

Louis, the pirogue is yours. 

Thank you, thank you. It is a wonderful 

thing you have done. (LOUIS looks at the 

pirogue, JEAN crosses SL to LEVEAU) 

[HENRIETTE and 1:.NNETTE cross DS to look at 

the pirogue, J1~CQUES and HUSBM'"D shove 

LAMOTTE to the bench SR where he is forced 

to sit. LEVEAU, with MARIE, moves C to JEAN] 

The charm--it has worked. Thank you, Madame, 

for giving it to me. 

Do you know the meaning of the chann nm·r, Jean? 

The meaning? No, I know only that Papa does 

not have to leave. 

You remember the cloth of the gold color? 

Oh, yes. 
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It .is the gold of friendship. 

And the flower that is like a heart'? 

When friendship flowers in the heart, many 

things are :possible. 

I believe I understand. 

The charm is to believe that a friend will 

help when help is needed. 

(be has overheard this last line) [crosses 

to LEVEF .. U f] Madame, Jacques, my heart is 

bursting with happiness and joy. ·what can I 

say? 

Say that friendship is pure magic. [Dosveedaneeya, 

dosveedaneeya.] 2 [he exits USL] 

[looking after him] · A nice fellowl He saw us 

carrying the pirogue and asked arout it. When 

we told him the story, he asked to come along. 

He speaks very funny. 

1'Jinette, do you think--

I think it could very well have been. 

The Grand Duke himself, to take an interest 

in Louis and Jean. 

?-:ore than an interest--he said ·a boy and. his 

father belong together. 

(overhearing this) You at a loss for words, 

2Thj_s is the phonetic spelling of aoodbye in 
Russian. 
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Henriette? Do not ·worry, I will 

not break my promise to you. You 

gave us shelter ·when we needed it. 

I know you will not break your word. 

LOUIS 

1.UNT 

LOUIS 

Then what is it? STAND BY 
LC #15 

AUNT 

JEAN 

Can I be less of a friend than they? 

What do you mean? 

Take the boy with you, Louis. He 

may not go to school every day, 

but he is happy there with you, 

and a boy does belong ·with his 

father. I see that now. 

Thank you, Nanan. (he hugs her) 

Marie, Marie, [crosses and takes 

her by the hand to the oirogue, 

and they qet in] I'm going back 

to the bayou. I•m going back. 

[Carnival music becrins, and the 

parade bursts in from the back of the audi-

tori.um stage left. They have noise makers 

and · are masked. J 
PHILLIPE Look, the parade! It's coming! 

[!.)I. on staae move left to watch the 

parade._J t moves onstaae past the buildings 

st.Qg_e left . ~ind continues around the stage 

throuql1 t.~"!='.:', cE:nter aate. The people on stage 

STAND BY 
SC 4f8 
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[ CURT.A.IN] 

rcuRTAIN RISES] 

[The parade ooes through the auditorium 

for the curtain call.] 

LC 4Fl5 



Believe In Yourself 

Be- lieve in your self Be- lieve in your 

.r~:usic by 
Julia llor2.ny 

Keep a hope in your 

hc&rt th~ t all · ttings wi11 rEend With the fa.i th you _p:ro-vide J. .. nd the 

help ~:our friends }7e' 11 help each . other ~;.::~en Q,-Ver we can Be- lieve 

in each ot}~r Be- lieve in a friend Be strong and keep faith hid all 

things will r.:end ~-ii th the hel_p ~you provicie And, the help of a friend.. 
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Light Cues 

Liqht Cue # 1-.;..Lower. the house lights to a complete 
blackout. 

Light Cue *~ 2--Bring up the lights for the prologue. 

Light Cue ~f 3--The lights begin to dim slowly. 

Light Cue # 4--rl'he lights dim slo·wly to black. 

Light Cue# 5--The lights come up on stage for Jackson 
Square. 

Light Cue# 6--Blackout. 

Light Cue 7r 7--T'ne lights come up on stage for Congo 
Square. 

Light Cue# 8--The blue sky light dims slowly to red 
and then back to blue. 

Light Cue# 9--Blackout. 

Light Cue #lG--The lights set for Congo Square, fast 
dim up. 

Light Cue #11--Lights dim out. 

Light Cue #12--Lights dim up for Jackson Square. 

Light Cue #13--Blackout. 

Light Cue 4fl4--Lights dim up on Jackson Square. 

Light Cue :rflS--The light dims as the curtain falls, then 
dims up again quickly for the curtain call. 
The house lights dim up as the parade moves 
through the audience. 
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Sound Cues 

Sound Cue #1--Hannonica music ( 11 i\louette 11
) · begins and 

stops on Jean's signal. 

Sound Cue #2--Harmonica music begins. 

Sound Cue #3--Transition music begins and ends as the 
curtain rises. 

Sound Cue :ff4--Hannoni.ca music begins and stops on Jean•s 
signal. 

Sound Cue i;-5--Transi tion music begins and ends as the 
curtain rises .. 

Sound Cue ~6--Drlli~s begin for dance. 

Sound Cue ~i7--Harmonica music begins and ends on Jean's 
signal. 

Sound Cue #8--Carnival music begins. 



CHl-.PTER FIVE 

AN 1'.l-JALYSIS OF THE PERFORMJl.NCE 

Voodoo Charm's production brought out scripting and 

directing errors that were either not observed or solved 

during rehearsals. These errors included guiding character 

development of Henriette and Jacques, the problems of double-

casting, the street sellers' effectiveness, the unsuccessful 

attempt to use white people as Negroes in the "Dance 

Calinda, 11 and the mood created by sending the parade through 

the audience. 

Henriette's character was not that which was desired 

by the playwright and director. She did not show that she 

really loved Jean. I should have required the actress to 

change her method of delivery earlier in rehearsal. She 

should have experimented more with touching Jean lovingly, 

and I should have asked Henriette to ada affectionate 

glances. In performance she did not seem to respond under-

standingly to Louis and Jean's difficulties. Jacques's 

character also was never fully expressed. He did not use 

the quick, lively French movements and gestures which the 

director h 20 requested. Jacques needed to use broader ges-

tures to exp ress his feelings and to laugh more often. 

86 
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Jacques and Marie Leveau needed more rehearsals together. 

The children in the audience were restless during their 

scene each time it was played. Livelier dialogue, a faster 

tempo, and more movement could have made this scene more 

interesting. 

Double-casting did not work. It was obvious that 

Henri and the Grand Duke were being played by the same 

performer. To combat this, makeup was changed radically, 

but this was not sufficient. We needed to have a more 

drastic costume change. The lack of time prevented the 

costu..rner from building two distinct costumes for Henri-

1~1exis. I shquld not have used the same perfonner for 

Annette's husband and the street-crier because physically 

this actress was hard to disguise. 

The reprise of the street singers for Jean's costume 

change was unsuccessful. There was not quite enough time 

for a change with the result that Jean entered somewhat 

disheveled. In addition, I feel that the pace of the show 

suddenly dragged and that the Mardi Gras excitement was 

missing. I should have had other people entering and exiting 

from the stage in order to make preparations for the parade. 

1-.. s the reprise was staged, each seller entered an empty 

stage and sang to the non-buying air. Additional dialogue 

for Annette ~md her family could help solve the costume 

changing problem. 

The. "Dance Calinda" in Act Two, scene one, was badly 
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staged. The '.Use of white people as Negro dancers. did- not 

work. There are several , .. .,..ays this dance could_ have been 

successfully arranged even with the use of white actors. 

The available side stage could have been lighted to provide 

a place where Jean and Marie II talked before the dance. 

The main stage would be dimly lit to mask the dancers. 

After the dance was over, the stage could have remained 

dim until the dancers exited. l:.nother method that could 

have been tried was to have Jean and Marie II play the 

beginning of the scene in front of the closed main curtain. 

Only a small change was needed in Jean and Marie's dialogue 

to indicate that they were approaching the square rather than 

being in it. Jean and Marie could have come from the audi-

ence or from the wings on their way to the square. As their 

dialogue ended, the curtain could have been raised to reveal 

the dancers dimly lit. Either of these changes would have 

been more effective than that of the actual production scene. 

The parade from the back of the auditorium was unsat-

isfactory because there was an insufficient number of people 

in it. This might have been avoided by bringing the parade 

in from one wing of the stage and havinq the actors join in 

as it left through the auditorium. The director intended to 

use the r,;-:-r.-~6e for a strong audience contact and involvement. 

There '\·.'(.:.s ;_cn indic2tion that this would have worked with a 

larger, r::c rL' elaborate parade since the children did respond 

exci teeny e-...ren to the few actors parading. 
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In spite of these problems the audience seemed to 

enjoy the production of Voodoo Charm as it was. presented to 

them. Many of the difficulties recognized by the director 

may have been overlooked by the children in the audiences. 

The above suggestions for improvement would have made the 

play more aesthetically satisfying to the director. 



CHAPTER SIX 

THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE 

Voodoo Chann provided a valuable learning experience 

for the director. I faced new problems since this was the 

first time I had ever worked with an original script, a 

large cast, and a designer whose work would be part of her 

thesis. 

Ivlrs. Jewel B. Taaffe wrote Voodoo Charm as partial 

fulfillment of her thesis. The play had never been produced, 

and I learned that often a line that is acceptable on a 

printed page is aiff icul t tG> speak. With the author I s per-

mission we had to change a line occasionally. J..t other 

times, ·we had to change the order of words because a line 

might be a tongue-twister or too sibilant to be spoken 

distinctly. Each character in a play has a rhythm that 

helps to explain his personality. I now realize fully that 

each character's rhythm must be consistent. Whatever changes 

the director makes, however, must be limited by the author's 

intended characterization and overall plot purposes. 

Hhc: t seem to be adequate stage airections in the 

script rn,?,:1 not work on the stage. Here a director• s 

imaginc1-'cion must be fully utilized in order to expand, 

90 
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contract, or change movement and business. The before 

mentioned descriptions of. our problems with "Dance Calinda" 

illustrate this. 

In using a large cast for the first time I becarae 

aware of many difficulties in directing several people 

together, many of whom have small parts. There must be 

careful planning in fully utilizing rehearsal time. 

Within these times costume calls can be arranged so that 

they do not interfere with the staging. Those not on stage 

can be with the costumer. l~t some times actors can be 

rehearsing lines or working out stage business with the 

stage manager while the others are with the director. From 

now on I will allow time for individual conferences with 

actors arout problems with characterization, motivation, 

movements, gestures, and vocal expression. 'While I am not 

certain how to counteract the waning interest of actors with 

minor roles, I know that I must develop a plan to meet this 

situation in future productions. I have developed patience 

and methods of leadership with both individuals and groups 

and know that I must continue developing in these are2.s. 

Having been trained fn art, I had to put aside my 

own ideas for design. This I know I must - do. But I also 

have learn~d that a director must be the final judge of the 

complete presentation. The director must be the person who 

gives the final 11 yes 1
' or t1no 11 to lighting, costume, and set 

designs. i,Thile the director often must compromise, he must 
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never compromise with the requirements of the script and . the 

overall effect of his production. In an academic situation 

it is difficult to maintain a balance bet\•Teen friendship and 

the attempt to develop a professional attitude. This handi-

caps communication between a director and a designer. As 

I develop in experience and confidence, I feel that I will 

be better·able to communicate my aims as a director. 

Directing Voodoo Charm was a valuable experience. 

I am now more aware of the difference between a written 

script and a perfonned play and why the.latter must depend 

on the fonner. I have developed as a director and am better 

prepared for my next play. 




